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1. Neanderthals can never give birth to a figure when they are left to their own devices.

2. Neanderthals wander around in packs.

3. Neanderthals cannot produce desire; they become Neanderthal by interrupting desire production.

4. Neanderthals are not the society-against-state but the non-figural-against-society.

5. Neanderthals are not sexual; thus they do not go through becoming-sexual.

6. Neanderthals love despots and they follow the one whose voice utters first.

7. Neanderthals cannot produce goods but they like goods best.

8. Neanderthals lack memory therefore they always say, “No, we did not do that.”

9. Neanderthals write poetry yet they always prefer impossible, murderous love affairs.

10. Neanderthals are without organs but they form immaculate bodies-with-organs when walking around in packs.
11. Neanderthals never learn how to read and write because they have a despot who constantly reads and writes them.

12. Neanderthals wage war against the figure although the figural is their arch-enemy.

13. Neanderthals like to take it from the front like a bolt out of the blue.

14. Neanderthals like the concrete, and eat roasted trees.

15. Neanderthals have a world but they cannot express it.

16. Neanderthals like an aesthetics which has not been theorized yet—they are in search of a Hegel but Odradek always runs away.

17. Neanderthals scream out loud whenever the figural comes into being, meaning to say, “It’s mine, oh it’s mine!”

18. Neanderthals don’t like barter, their economy is homotopological, i.e., “there is nothing or no place which is not mine.”

19. Neanderthals are *Homo Stupidus* according to Ernst Haeckel (1866).¹

20. Neanderthals do not know what a cliché is; no, not even this.
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